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About This Game

Uphill Skiing is a historical recreation of a typical Finnish trip to school circa when your dad was young. Experience gently
upwards rolling hills and nearly vertical mountains that Finland is famous for. Dodge wildlife such as squirrels, bears and

alcoholic uncles. Eat delectable Finnish cuisine for a boost of Sisu and cardiovascular diseases.

Compete in a league way above yourself over the mastery of different inclines!
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Define your own school trip for a character-building journey! Ideally repeat at 6 AM and 17 PM every day for best results.

Open all your windows and install several high-powered fans blowing in your face for maximum authenticity!

And remember to never give up, since you have it easy with your cars, telephones and shoes that you don't have to share with
your siblings.

Finally, some boring health warnings:
Downhill parts of Uphill Skiing may cause motion sickness.

Uphill Skiing is physically demanding. Please know your limits.
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Title: Uphill Skiing
Genre: Casual, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Happy Hobgoblin
Publisher:
Happy Hobgoblin
Release Date: 30 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Before I start the review proper I just want to mention that it's rich that the people part of this community that gave Goat
Simulator overwhelming positive reviews and got Grass Simulator on Steam because they're stupid enough to be
bribed with keys think they have any right to judge a game with barely a plot harshly. Really amusing.

Anyway, yes the plot is thin. Annoyingly so. I didn't get to see just what kind of creature the protagonist was nor why
he was there and the ending was basically a downer of epic proportions similar to Hellraiser but from the start it was
quite obvious this would be one of those "The journey is the story" games. I'm pretty sure that the ending is intentional
since the game has "Grim" in its name though.

Otherwise as far as gameplay goes I'm in love with it for similar reasons I was in love with Amnesia and Penumbra.
The physics and world interactivity is awesome. So is the lighting (Those warm and cool color combinations look so
damn pleasing to the eye). I'm not really one that cares much for puzzles but in this case I just like seeing physics
objects bounce around and there's plenty of that here. Kind of makes one wonder where the complaints are coming
from since if I can manage to negotiate a puzzle in a game I'm pretty sure anyone else can.

The game is also technically interesting because of the engine the author wrote. It's a really simple one that just uses
SDL, Bullet for the physics and TGA based sprites. I love it when people do stuff like this. So easy to just squeeze out a
turd with Unity these days so it's extremely refreshing to see someone take a design and make it their own from the
bottom up. This sort of thing is exactly what makes me remember the good times I had in my gamedev stints and
makes me want to get back to it.

I did a series on it here. Beware though, there's a whole lot of complaining from me about the morons that infest this
community in it.. A really heartwarming and fun Visual Novel.

The story was what really dragged me more into playing, but also because of the humorous dialogue all throughout. Every bit of
comedy and romantic scene in the game had me laughing and grinning like an idiot.

I have never felt and let out so much emotion in a game before. This one has to take the cake for me. No amount of anime or
manga has left me feeling like this even after just completing only a single route. (Five routes in total)

The story and your development with each character is so wholesome and heartwarming that, I almost felt like the H-scenes are
unneeded as you just want to cherish every bit of slice of life bit with all the characters in the game.

This game a 10/10 for me. I have a particular love for all space games, and I buy them all.

This game I got on a sale, and was not expecting much.

It has been said in previous reviews, it reminds me of the beginnings of Battle Star Galactica, remnants of humans trying to
survive and grow. So there is story there.

Now to combat:

The combat, after learning through the beginning missions (and honestly the game has a steady and appropriate learning curve)
is fun and engaging. Eventually the player is able to control units, they aren't useless, and it\u2019s a fun game. More than an
arcade sense of space game fun and not so in depth like Elite Dangerous or X Rebirth

You want a fun game, that you don't mind spending a few hours getting to learn and play, a game that has a believable story with
a sort of purpose coupled with Freelancer-like combat in FPS view, give this game a chance. Good potential, developers have
great ideas. I wonder what else they can accomplish with more support.

I give it a thumbs up, at the very least get it on a discount if you like space combat games, you will not be disappointed given
you play a few hours to learn.. The worst PC game I've ever played. Please don't ever touch this. Need for Speed: Underground
has better physics than this dumpster fire.. Super Mega Neo Pug is one of those simple yet addictive 2d endless runner games.
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There’s nothing different about it, it’s pretty fun with some some catchy music and some nice themes going on. This review
won’t be long since there isn’t much to talk about with this type of game, you can just see the video below which is self-
explanatory how this game is. It’s a very simple game but its too addictive at the same time.

Gameplay is straight forward, you’re constantly moving and holding the mouse button will make you fly up and if you let go of
the button you descend down and if you end up at the bottom of the screen, you die. There’s stuff flying everywhere including
birds, bees, ice cubes(what?), snow balls, comets, rocks etc. There’s boss fights too where a boos would appear and throw things
at you and you have to dodge them. There are coins too which you can collect as well as some power pickups like a magnet
which will collect coins even if you don’t go through them. The other power-up is a shield which makes you invulnerable for a
short time and anything you touch will die.

Every time you start a game there’s a different theme every time. Some these include Egyptian theme, Space theme, Winter
snowing theme etc. Other than that you can unlock new characters such as Santa pug, Sombrero wearing pug, a panda, a dragon,
a hamster etc.

The sound in this game is so cute and especially the different themes’ music sound really relevant to their themes.

Conclusion: Cute game, cute music, addictive gameplay and only 99 cents (as of this review it’s 40% off and 59 cents), it’s a
bargain. Even if you play 2 hours, it’s worth it.

Gameplay video below:

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=682548308. The bullet hell combat has a good variety of levels, and the
shoot\/don't shoot dynamic leads to some exciting moments. The focused intensity of the combat is nicely balanced with some
interesting worldbuilding in the form of little stories, and a nice character builder.

This Cuboid's a keeper.. Tried it twice before I decided---its not for me. Gunplay and movement felt good. gameplay is light
and it has a free to play, mobile feel to it. It's a no go for me.. With some work, i see this game on top
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good game and simple :) i love it !!! and reminds me of good old days..... Another great time killer. Sitting with your friends
trying to figure out what to play? Play this while you wait, as all you have to do is press and hold the spacebar. 8\/10. this gun is
very very good you just have to get used to single fire instill of full auto cause the SKS is a single shot rifle but the pack is worth
5 bucks people put this game down because it's not good enuff i,m gonna tell you right now this game is not P2W you don't have
to buy a thing if you don't want too so pick this game up and get to killin see you on the battlefield. game is hilarious with
friends but the fun only last for a few minutes then it gets repetitive. not worth the 20. i had fun with this. This game is quite fun
and i had lots of great playing with it. The playing is reminescent of a Zelda clone game, but that does not make it bad. It has
several side quests, a museum to find enemies, and costumes, which are also fun. Also, the developer listens to you about this
game and implemented a idea i told them about. All in all, the game is quite fun, has fun boss fights and skills to use, and the
developer cares about this game. This makes it a positive recommendation in my book!
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